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What’s Happening with Pike in the 
Valley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon,My name is Tim McKinley, and I’m the Region II research coordinator for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Sport Fish, in Anchorage.As research coordinator, I oversee ADF&G’s Invasive Species program for our region, and today, I’m going to talk about invasive northern pike and how they can affect salmon.
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Pleistocene Glaciation

Native Range

Introduced Range
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1950s – 1960s

Bulchitna Lake

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe this whole problem started back in the late 1950s when pike were first illegally introduced into this area. The best information we have is that pike were flown into Bulchitinta Lake from the Minto Flats near Fairbanks in their native range.
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1970s

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the 70’s, pike were starting to spread, and the first illegal introduction had occurred on the Kenai Peninsula.
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1980s

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From there, continued illegal introductions, as well as dispersal in open systems, allowed pike to expand their range through the decades…
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1990s

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska
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2000s

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska
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> 100 water bodies 
with invasive pike

Today

Northern Pike 
Dispersal in 

Southcentral
Alaska

Pike are an invasive 
species in these waters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To their known distribution today.So, on this map, the drainages in red show where pike are well-established, the waters in black and grey have active management on them, and the drainages in yellow are places we think are vulnerable to pike invasion and could have significant impacts if that happens.But, today, what started as a single introduction is now widespread to over 100 individual water bodies in these drainages, and pike are one of biggest invasive species issues we are now dealing with.



Pike are Predators in their Native Range

Photo Credit: Jason Ching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, pike are also among the top predators where they occur naturally and are not an invasive species (ANIMATE). It’s important to note that, despite the problems we have with pike here, in their native range, they are a highly valued subsistence and sport fish (ANIMATE). And in their native range in Alaska, pike occur along-side the world’s largest sockeye salmon stocks in Bristol Bay.



Role of Habitat in Pike Predation 

• What is good pike habitat? 
– Weedy areas
– Shallow water
– Slow moving water
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Wood Tick-chick State Park
Photo Credit: Michael Melford

Native Range:

• Huge drainages with complex 
habitats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, many of the drainages where pike are native in western Alaska are huge, deep lake systems, where there is plenty of variability in the habitat.In the marshy lowlands, pike can be abundant and have a natural role in shaping the fish assemblages found there, while in other parts of the drainage, where salmon and pike don’t overlap in habitat, salmon can avoid predation.Specific to Chinook salmon declines statewide, there are plenty of places like the Kuskokwim and Yukon Rivers where Chinook stocks have been declining too, but pike are native there and are not a recent change to the ecosystem like they are down here.



Photo Credit: Eiko Jones 
Photography
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• Where pike have been introduced, juvenile salmonids often rear in the 
same habitats.

• Habitat variability may mitigate the degree of predation risk.

• Impacts tend to be greatest when there is a high degree of habitat 
overlap with northern pike.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, in Southcentral Alaska, there are a lot of shallow, marshy lakes and rivers that provide optimal pike habitat.Prior to the pike invasion, many of these places used to function as important rearing habitats for juvenile salmon (ANIMATE), or migratory corridors for smolt. If there is no place for juvenile salmon to get away from pike (ANIMATE), they are vulnerable to pike predation during their entire freshwater residence.However, in the Susitna Basin, different river systems appear to respond differently to pike invasions, and habitat variability is thought to be the reason why.



Ecological Effects
• Heavy predation on juvenile salmon and trout

• Extirpated in some areas
• Evidence that pike target salmon

Pike

Salmonids Sticklebacks/ Sculpins, etc. Invertebrates 

Pike Population Stunts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With pike, again, they are primarily piscivorous and have a propensity to consume large quantities of juvenile salmonids.This can have pretty dire consequences, and is why pike are considered are an invasive species where they are not native.In some waters, pike predation has caused the near or complete extirpation of salmonids and other native fish. Several studies in Alaska have shown that pike specifically target salmonid prey, even when other species are far more numerous.A general pattern we’ve observed many times is that pike get introduced to a new water body.  If there are juvenile salmon or trout present, they are heavily preyed on until they’re depleted.  Once the salmon or trout are gone (ANIMATE), they’ll shift their diet onto species like sticklebacks.  Once those are gone (ANIMATE), they’ll subsist off invertebrates, which aren’t high quality prey for them (ANIMATE), and eventually the pike become stunted in size.
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Three Mat-Su Pike Project Types

Suppression Eradication

Surveying/Monitoring
Research
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Alexander Creek Case Study

• 13 Fishing lodges
• 6 Charter companies
• Air charters
• Boat rental facilities
• Multi-million $ industry
In 2008, when the declining Chinook fishery closed to harvest, the industry collapsed

Historic Alexander Creek Chinook Fishery:

• Pike should be considered a significant threat
• Under the right conditions, fisheries are destroyed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, even though pike are not the only factor affecting salmon, this doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be concerned about them.We very much need to be because when pike are introduced to the right set of habitat conditions, the situation can get really bad.Under these circumstances, pike can and have destroyed fisheries.And Alexander Creek is the best the example of this. In it’s hayday, Alexander Creek was one of the Mat-Su’s most popular Chinook salmon fisheries.It was a significant contributor to the local economy, but, today, is non-existent.
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Goal: Drive down pike abundance to 
allow increased survival of juvenile 
salmonids

• Reduce pike in side-channel sloughs with gillnets
• Began in 2011
• During pike spawning
• Field crews target ~60 sloughs
• Annual effort (~21,000 pike removed since 2011)

• Surveys to evaluate juvenile salmonid abundance
• Minnow trap surveys 
• Pike stomach content analysis
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Side-Channel Sloughs

Side-Channel Slough

Gillnetting Sloughs

Alexander Creek Pike Suppression

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in response to this, we have been implementing a large-scale annual northern pike gill netting effort in an attempt to recover a harvestable Chinook stock.  We started this project in 2011.Each May, during the pike spawning season, we gillnet about 60 side-channel sloughs of Alexander Creek continuously until we no longer consistently catch pike in them.  Our goal is to drive down pike numbers enough so that juvenile salmonids rearing in the system have a greater chance for survival.  We plan to continue this effort annually. To date, we’ve removed over 20,000 pike. As part of our evaluation of this work, we also survey salmonids with minnow traps and dissect each pike we catch to look at how their diet patterns are changing over time.So far we are seeing some encouraging results.
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Other Suppression Projects
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• Deshka River (ADF&G Sport Fish)
• Shell Lake (CIAA)
• Chelatna Lake (ADFG Com. Fish)
• Whiskey Lake (ADFG Com. Fish)
• Hewitt Lake (ADFG Com. Fish)
• Threemile Lake (ADFG Sport Fish/TTCD)



Eradication the Goal in Some Areas

Rotenone is our #1 tool

Kenai Peninsula

Anchorage Bowl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some areas pike eradication is our goal and our primary eradication tool is rotenone.  We have been using it successfully to remove pike populations in the Anchorage Bowl and Kenai Peninsula since 2008
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Kings and Anderson Lake Pike Eradication
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• Historically good Rainbow Trout Fishery and Coho Salmon Rearing
• Pike introduced roughly in the 1990’s
• Outlet dry many years, barrier installed to prevent escape
• Eradication will occur October 2020
• Restocking with Rainbow Trout and other native fish 2021



Surveying/Monitoring/Research
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• Surveying/Monitoring
– Presence/Absence
– Angler reports
– Catch rates

• Research
– Population estimates
– Otolith microchemistry
– Genetics
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Thank You
Any Questions?
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